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The Case Against N arne Calling
who urge the force of
government to carry out their claim to "a
fair share" of your income are inclined to resent
any and all opposition. They hurl such terms
as "extremists"-with disparaging overtonesat those who dissent from their designs. These
people who would communalize the product
of all by coercion tend to smear their opponents. Name calling is part and parcel of their
make-up and is to be expected. So be it!
Name calling, however, is an unconquered
tendency of many who should know better.
Individuals who put their faith in freedom and
who, by practice and discipline, have learned
how to live by their precepts, are sometimes
stirred to anger, disgust, contempt, discouragement -yes, to name calling- when they see
others violating the principles of simple justice
which they hold to be proper. How few freedom devotees there are who can experience
political injustice without an emotional upset!
Let's have a raising of hands of those libertarians who can witness dispassionately the
government's employment of police force to
take the fruits of the labor of some and give it,
for instance, to farmers not to farm. How many
can refrain from saying - if not aloud, then
under the breath -"You stupid so-and-so's"?
Name calling is not simply noncorrective; it
actually hardens the "so-and-so's" in their sins.
But much worse: the emotional disturbance
from which name calling springs is hard on the
name callers themselves; it is, as most M.D.'s
will attest, the origin of numerous psychosomatic ills. Is there a way, then, rationally to
avoid this self-destructive distemper? No doubt
there are many ways, but I have come upon
one that may be worth sharing. It is based on
the sluggishness in some instances, and the
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HOSE INDIVIDUALS

rapidity in others, in which different faculties
are acquired by human beings.
To put this idea in perspective, consider the
higher animals. They possess many faculties
such as memory, shame, remorse, and so on.
Their most notable faculty is simple consciousness: they know many things but they do not
know that they know.
The first distinguishing faculty of humanness is self-consciousness. We can assume that
our Cro-Magnon ancestors of some 40,000
years ago possessed this faculty. But it can also
be assumed that they had not yet acquired
numerous other faculties or, if so, only in rudimentary form. For faculty acquisition and refinement is what comprises human emergence
or evolution. The more faculties acquired and
the higher the development of each, the more
advanced is a member of our species.

SucH PROGRESS,

emergence, hatching, evolution as has been attained by our kind can be
measured-however inaccurately-by the acquisition and development of the faculties exhibited by the finest specimens. The acquisition of any faculty can be roughly dated by
how widespread it is among our species: if it is
developed in nearly everyone, then it is ancient, indeed; if it shows forth in only a few
now and then, we must conclude that it is of
recent vintage. Another method of dating is to
observe the age at which the faculty shows
forth in individual development. Simple consciousness, according to some authorities, manifests itself in the child shortly after birth, but
self-consciousness is rarely evident until age
three or thereabouts.
Color sense-a faculty-is an interesting and

instructive case in point. It is acquired by the
child later than self-consciousness and seems
to develop with maturity and with training.
A significant percentage of schoolboys are
color blind but only 4 per cent of adult males
fail to acquire this faculty. An artist is more
sensitive to color variations than most of us.
The solar or other light rays-in the order of
their power to excite vision-are red, orange,
yellow, green, blue, indigo, violet. The power
of these colors to excite vision is governed by
the amplitude and length of their rays, the
power of red being many times greater than
blue, indigo, violet. This may explain why the
literature of the ancients refers more often to
red than to blue. In the scheme of evolutionary
progression, color sense came eons after selfconsciousness. But note this: the fact that some
of our friends are color blind arouses in us no
passions of hatred or contempt toward them;
the fact inspires no name calling on our part.
Nor should it!
Sense of fragrance-a faculty-shows forth
in the child at about five but the variation of
the perfection of this olfactory sense is enormous. However, we hurl no invective at those
whose detection of a rose's fragrance is less
acute than our own.
Moral nature- a very complex faculty may never be acquired by the individual and,
if it is, rarely before adolescence. It is featured
by an abstract sense of right and wrong, the
enlightened concession that others have as
much right to life, livelihood, liberty as one's
self, appreciation of the beautiful, awe, reverence, sense of duty or responsibility, sympathy, compassion, faith. Being more recently
acquired than some of the other faculties, it is
developed in few individuals and suffers lapses
with only slight provocations. It is still in the
hard-to-come-by, easy-to-lose stage. But its
relative underdevelopment in another evokes
no name calling.
Sense of justice- a faculty-is yet a rarer and
later acquisition. 1 In many individuals it never
1 Sense

of justice, as here used, is the nonretributive kind
and is to be distinguished from the eye-for-an-eye ( retributive) variety in which government deals. Nonretributive justice is a fairness in one's own thoughts as related,
universally, to others; it is, perhaps, the highest form of
self-control. Retributive justice, on the other hand, metes
out penalties for wrongs; it has to do with the control of
others.

shows forth at any age. No doubt there were
individuals who had this sense many millennia
ago but I am unaware of any formal record of
its acquisition before 500 B.c.: "Do not do unto
others that which you would not have them do
unto you." Unlike earlier prohibitions, its enforcement did not rest on police force-an eye
for an eye-as did the Code of Hammurabi, or
on fear and hope, as did the Ten Commandments. The Golden Rule relies for its enforcement exclusively on a sense of nonretributive
justice and its corollary, a highly developed
conscience.
While nearly everyone in so-called higher
civilizations will agree that the Golden Rule is
a good maxim, only now and then can a person
be found who has a sense of justice adequate
to its daily practice. Merely reflect on the community, educational, religious, and other "leaders" who call on the police powers of government to forcibly take from some that their own
compassions may be satisfied. Tax money represents money taken, not money given, and its
forcible redistribution feathers the nests of
some at the expense of others. No intelligent
sense of nonretributive justice here! Many people have not as yet acquired this new faculty;
a false philanthropy is the result.
N ow TO MY POINT: Careful reflection will
reveal that it is a missing or poorly developed
sense of justice in others which infuriates so
many of us and evokes our disparagements
and name calling. But observe how irrational
is this distemper on our part. Actually, there
is far less reason for thinking ill of another because of a flabby or nondescript sense of justice than for holding another in disdain because of color blindness. Color sense has had a
long time to develop; sense of justice is in the
beginning stage; it is, at this juncture in human evolution, the distinctive mark of a small
minority. Indeed, when we find ourselves
name calling, we are staking out the meager
dimensions of this rare, elusive, and, as yet,
evanescent faculty in ourselves. Why be upset
by a blindness to justice any more than by a
blindness to blue or violet or by a dullness of
the olfactory nerves? Name calling is but an
outburst of emotion; rationally, it hasn't a leg
to stand on.
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Admittedly, name calling gives many freedom devotees a feeling of accomplishment, of
helping out, so to speak. While it "lets off
steam," it has its origin in a soul-searing force.
The cause of freedom would be better served
were silence to take its place; this damaging
tactic on the part of any antisocialist discredits
everyone who is on the freedom side of the
argument; this distemper sets the stage for
guilt by association; it creates a mean, irrational reaction because name calling itself is a
mean, irrational action. Tit for tat, as we say.
Such faculties as a sense of color or fragrance are seemingly brought along by forces
beyond man's own will. But a sense of justice
rests partly, as does the moral nature, on rationality, on man's ability to will his own attitudes and behaviors; that is, a sense of justice
is a creative achievement in which man has a

small hand. Man's creativity in this respect can
be helped along by preparing a climate conducive to its growth. Is it not self-evident that
this preparation consists of discovering truth
and how to present it and of detecting false
ideas and how to expose them? Of relying on
reason, persuasion, and example?
And, is it not equally self-evident that it is
folly to become angry at color blindness, taste
dullness, a decrepit moral nature, or an arrested sense of justice? Each is but an undeveloped faculty. Denouncing a person because
of an unacquired faculty- regardless of which
one-is no more rational than damning oneself
because of not being perfect in all respects or
calling my puppy names because he cannot
reason or our hairy ancestors "stupid this-andthat's" because they had no language for name
calling.
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IN 1944, two years before the birth of FEE, it seemed important to me to
outline a "pattern for revolt" against the demagoguery, the flight from
integrity, the political devices, and the notions incidental to government
in the role of master. This was done in a small book which I revised in 1948.
The intervening years, to 1964, have only strengthened my conviction that a revival of freedom in
America involves a far more profound revolution
than most citizens have in mind; these years seem
to have made the little book more relevant now than when written.
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What truly matters are the ideas on liberty that should be understood
and practiced - ideas such as my fictional presidential candidate set
forth in his Election Eve message:
We shall win prosperity only if we have the strength to suffer poverty; leisure,
only if we have t he will to labor endlessly; security, only if we have the courage
to risk all; and peace, only if .. .
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FEE still has a small supply of the 54-page PaHern for Revolt, presented
as a series of imaginary campaign speeches. If you are curious as to what
my idea of an ideal candidate would say, a single copy is available to any
friend of FEE's for the asking.
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best collaborate

with FEE
posed by a friend from
Buenos Aires, has been raised by others on
numerous occasions and I guess I've never
answered such questions too well. Perhaps I
have discovered why: it is the wrong question!
What any serious inquirer really has in mind
is: "How best can I advance the understanding and practice of economic freedom and related disciplines and principles?" It is obvious
to me, after some reflection, that the eye must
be focused at all times on freedom-the object
of our quest; we must not be distracted by
concern for FEE or any other institution, these
being no more than subsidiary to our end and
goal.
When the question is properly put, the answer comes readily: Strive for competency in
understanding and explaining freedom principles, making available to all and sundry
within one's own orbit such knowledge as one
may gain. The method is precisely the same
as advancing an understanding of any other
subject: make a wellspring of one's self.
It is only when a person has his own directive straight that FEE has an effective role to
play. FEE must be understood for what it is
in order to know what it is not. FEE, as such,
is only a corporate entity which may legally
receive funds and dispense them for physical
facilities-quarters, library, working machinery,
and the like-and for a secretariat, researchers,
editors, writers, lecturers - specialists in the
freedom philosophy.
When all is said and done, the distinction
between the persons at FEE and others is that
we specialize full time on the freedom philosophy. As a result of our studies, we are, in many
instances, of educational service to others who
also are striving to understand and explain the
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philosophy. Just as others may find it advantageous to draw on us for the rationale of freedom, so do we draw on our Trustees and
countless other individuals from this and other
countries who are "two jumps" ahead of FEE
personnel.
Again, our eye is on the philosophy, how
better to understand and explain it and make
it available to all who seek what we have. If
this be sound method for us, it is just as sound
for everyone else. The fact that we may be
ahead of or behind others or have a smaller or
larger orbit makes not one whit of difference.
Every item in the portfolio of FEE lends itself
to practice by the individual-on his own scale.
Our search is for right principles and the competence to write and speak about them; anyone may thus try for self-improvement. The
seminars we conduct, anyone is free to duplicate with his own study group; FEE lectures
and publications are available to anyone who
wants to further distribute such ideas; the
FEE School of Political Economy is a divisionof-labor project calling for many hands, many
active participants, and so on.
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If the time ever comes when our primary
concern is with the financial welfare of FEE,
the corporate entity, it will perish and our
work along with it. Nor do we have to fret
about financial support from those who have
their sights correctly focused: how best to advance an understanding of freedom. If we
serve these many thousands valuably in the
attainment of the end they have in view, they
are led naturally to support the means which
serve their end.
Seek what is right, and the rest will be
added!
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